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DECO ESCAPE 

ISOLATED O N ITS O W N ISLAND WITH SWEEPING 
VIEWS OF THE FLOODPLAINS OF THE OKAVANGO 
DELTA, AND DESIGNED WITH A LIGHT FOOTPRINT, 
XUDUM DELTA LODGE EPITOMISES RESPONSIBLE LUXURY 
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THIS PAGE, FROM LEFI A curtain of rusted 

cans provides guests wilfi a sense of 
privacy; set in Hie shade to counteract 

soaring summer temperatures, each 
suite includes a private viewing deck 
OPPOSITE, FROM LFFT Marshland, forest 

and sky merge in a gentle tapestry of 
colour; the spacious bathrooms are 
all about bringing the beauty of the 

outdoors inside 

t feels exceptionally good to trade - if only temporarily - the demands of modern urban 
living for an island situated among water channels, forested isles and lily-clad lagoons. Visitors 
reach &Beyond's Xudum Delta Lodge in Botswana's Okavango Delta via a mere 20-minute 
flight from the town of Maun, followed by a 20-minute game drive from the dusty airstrip to 

the lodge - while the Okavango River enters Botswana after having travelled some 1 000km from 
its source in the Angolan Heights. Water is the lifeblood of this place, bringing sustenance to the 
wildlife and people of the region. The simple reality of this seeps in, and, for the duration of the 
stay, pares down existence to the basics - made all the more pleasant by the advantages of the 
lodge's luxurious eco-friendly hospitality. 

The floodwaters typically arrive at the end of the wet season. Quenching the thirst of the 
Kalahari Basin, they spill through the area known as the panhandle and move beyond the 
permanent papyrus swamps via three main channels, which fan out into a mosaic of marshland, 
woodland and savanna. Wi th the waters come flocks of migrant birds. Keeping a languid eye out 
for them from the privacy of the lofty hideout incorporated in each suite is a rewarding pursuit. 

The architecture and infrastructure at Xudum was conceptualised with the principle of a light 
footprint. There are only nine split-level safari suites, each designed with intimacy and discreet 
immersion in nature in mind. By night the rooftop hideout, kitted out with a large round bed and 
soft cushions, creates a discreet nest for stargazing. The vibe in the living space below is one of 
pure relaxation. The look is rough-hewn timberwork, natural fabrics and playful recycling in a 
colour palette of chocolate and burnt coffee. The space merges inside and out effortlessly, and 
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spilling out of bed and into the plunge pool requires just a few sleepy steps. A vast bathroom 
and outdoor shower take indulgence to new levels with views through sculptural trees to the delta 
beyond. A collection of eco-friendly bath products, including scrubs and aromatherapy oils, 
adds polish. 

If necessity doesn't draw you away from your private haven to the communal guest area, 
the aroma of fresh baking will. The open-plan, interactive kitchen is in perpetual motion with 
homemade breads, biscuits and cakes constantly cooling on the counter tops. If you happen to 
feel like kneading some bread, rolling out biscuit dough or testing out your latte-making skills on 
the state-of-the-art espresso machine, you are most welcome to push up your sleeves and step 
in. The generous homeliness of this is made all the more remarkable by the isolated location and 
dramatic 180° degree views of the surrounding wetlands from the deck. 

It's from here that guests depart on game drives in the early morning, evening and night-time 
in search of the rare roan antelope as well as the lechwe and tsessebe antelopes, elephant, lion, 
hyena, cheetah and, in the dark of the night, the wide-eyed wonder of bush babies. Mokoros 
are moored here, ready for quiet, intimate exploration of the waterways at any time of day. Leaf-

strewn pathways lead back to the suites, each a 'hide' set deeply in pristine nature. Wherever 
you choose to go, or stay, there is water in close proximity, a constant reminder of what brings 
life to this remote place. ■ 

XUDUM DELTA LODGE s 011 809 4441; WWW.ANDBEYOND.COM 

XUDUM'S STAR BIRDS 
• African Pygmy Goose 

• Pel's Fishing-owl 

• African \a> < 

• White-brc sved Robin i ha) 

• Vioiet-"ated Waxbtll 

• Swamp Boub u 

• Pied Kingfishei 

• Red-billed Spurfowl 

• Wattled Crane 

• Long-toed Lapwing 

Visit the wildwatch.com website, 

the community blogging site for 

&Beyond, where tangers and 

guests submit photos, sighting; 

and thoughts. 
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